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R,A.F, FOOD '’FACTORIES”

During one month, 135,845 calces, 7/,000 lbs. of sausages, 9,000 Cornish

pasties, 1800 tons,, of brawn and 1,750 lbs. of pressed beef were prepared in one of

the eighteen/food ’’factories” now established in Technical Training Command

of the Royal Air Force,

The experiment of making mess meals more like those cooked at home 'was

organised some time ago. Commodities usually purchased outside the station were

manufactured and the scheme has been an increasing success. Airmen and airwomen

derive the best value from the ration allowed, and the home-made food is manufactured

at a much smaller cost than by outside purchase. The economy on fuel and (Quantities
of ingredients by the actual method of cooking are considerable.

“Where it is necessary to have several cookhouses to feed airmen and airwomen,
it has been found more satisfactory to prepare and cook certain items on the menu

at a central kitchen for delivery as required to each cookhouse. At this kitchen

thousands of Cornish pasties, sausage rolls and Jam tarts are made daily and most

of the work is done by cocks in the last -week of their training under the super-

vision of an experienced pastry cook.

The central kitchen deals with all the butchery for the station. All meat is

delivered there and cut up into Joints, or made ready for stewing. Fat is removed

from the meat and rendered down at the factory. In this way hundreds of pounds of

fat or dripping are obtained and used for cocking. At four food factories in June

no less than 21,644 pounds of dripping was prepared.

"What is not served at meals is collected from the cookhouses and returned to

the factory to make extras fer tea, such as fish cakes, liver sausages,etc. The

food factory at one station draws a quantity of its raw material by taking one-half

ounce of meat and throe ounces of flour from the individual daily ration. Meat

and flour arc used to make sausages, meat pies, baked meats and pastries which

are supplied free to the various messes. At other stations, no such deduction

from the ration is made. Certain quantities of meat or other food are simply

allocated to the food factory and turned into extra dishes for their personnel.

Each food factory is divided into a butcher’s shop, a meat and bacon

preparation room, a fat refinery, a pastry factory and a stores department.
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